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Opening Statement
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the revised draft strategies for Sydney. Overall, I am pleased and excited
by the direction of the plans and the holistic view they take. The plans have a smart and rigorous foundation.
My main concerns regard the Western Parkland City and its integration into the fabric of Metropolitan Sydney. An airport and
surrounding industrial areas and suburbs do not a city make. I think the final strategy, to be released in March, provides an
opportune point to promote the grand idea of a new city in the west to anchor the Western Parkland City. That would give
Sydney at 8 million people three major centres to cater to its geography, demography, and stark eastern opportunity bias.
I attended an Eastern City workshop held at UTS in November or December and was genuinely impressed with the
receptiveness and openness of the forum.
At the workshop I was encouraged to make a submission. I’ve drawn up this quick document to convey some of these ideas
and to politely reinforce the opportunity of a new Third City to anchor the Western Parkland City.
I have included a high-capacity transport structure plan to help show one take on the tight integration of high capacity
transport infrastructure to support mutually beneficial social and economic returns. In this case, the Third City would be the
anchor point for the Western Harbour City with high capacity transport investments centred on it - maximising social and
economic benefit - connecting it to its region, new airport, and helping further justify the hefty infrastructure investments
already in the pipeline for the new airport gateway.
My attached sketch plan is just one vision - a very strategic one at that. I have other more toned down versions. All keep a high
capacity ‘Crossrail’ for Sydney - CBD-GPOP-New Western City - and CBD-Bankstown-Liverpool-New Western City - and all
feature a proper third metropolitan city and new western airport. The attached vision here is my most ambitious as it moves
Mascot Airport to Badgerys Creek, connected to the fast crossrail, uses the site at Mascot for a fourth metropolitan city, and
includes a smaller auxiliary airport at Kurnell for frequent business travellers. You can ignore the reach of the fourth city (or
expanded CBD) idea - I would love to email in a more realistic vision at a later date.
Unfortunately, regarding this submission, it has been assembled in a rush and with the resources of a classic ‘poor student’ - I
am a second year City Planning student at UNSW. As such, the information is not as detailed and cohesive as I would’ve liked.
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An example - I taught myself illustrator and did the map in this submission over the weekend. I’ve tried to use a ‘KISS’ principle
- Keep It Short & Sweet! - so it’s easy to read.
In summary, as a Sydneysider, planning student, ‘urban systems thinker’, and all-round planning tragic, the sharp thinking that
has gone into these revised draft strategies is refreshing and enjoyable, as is the sense of new energy and a deft guiding hand
around the GSC.
Thank you for assembling such a bright and vigorous plan for our future.
Andre Brokman (available to help around your office)
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A (Very) Strategic Vision for Sydney’s Three Cities, Tied to High Capacity Transport
Vision Statement
Imagine a Sydney where the life and energy of its people and their visitors could be enjoyed in any one of its three great
centres. The three cities - spaced more or less equidistantly apart - each offer different characters and experiences, but all are
great urban environments, the forums where the life of the city can be enjoyed. These are the social, cultural and economic
melting pots of this great metropolis. Connected by high capacity and fast rail links to one another and their surrounding
fabric (with some cross-metropolitan lines), they form the backbone around which the people and activities of Sydney are
oriented.
Each city is imperfect, each has its grain and texture. Neighbourhood Character statements are as powerful as traditional
planning rules of FSR and height controls. The centres are the most loose and liberal with their character statements, allowing
the mass of people that descend on them to carry out their lives to stamp their collective mark on these spaces. As the people
change, the environment changes. Some places that become especially meaningful fall under protection. This is a dynamic,
heaving place. Away from them, the city becomes quieter, more settled. The centres are supported by things that function well
- the 95% rule - but they are intentionally left a bit unfinished, to allow for the texture - the grain, the imperfections - to make
each place special. Transport however is well taken care of for once - really strong rail links - this is the only form of high
capacity transport available. Arterial roads are concentric and carry dispersed trips.
In the centres, the social life spaces of the city are protected - the donut theory - commercial and ‘entertainment’ spaces are
compatible, but where people live are especially sensitive to noise. So, inside each centre, the social life spaces and productive
spaces are protected. Recently, the residential growth in Parramatta CBD has conflicted with late night trading on Church St
and predictably rules to curtail late night activities are being introduced. Similar things have occured in Kings Cross. If the
cultural and social life, the attractiveness of Sydney, is to be ‘celebrated’, then it’s these key social places and spaces that must
be protected - by installing a residential buffer around them. Instead, the space can be shared with commercial activities there is a synchronous and complementary connection here. Commercial spaces operate during the day, and then as workers
leave the social life spaces come into their own. A simplification, of course, but a nice idea perhaps?
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This is grand and ‘skatey’ language, but there we go.

A Proper Third City for Sydney Tied to High Capacity Transport
“An airport with surrounding industry and suburbs does not a city make”. - quoting myself.
Our metropolis deserves a fully-fledged third city that stands alone and that has an airport subservient to the city. The airport
serves the city, not the other way around.
Transport to and from the airport (WSA) needs to be reoriented and run through the New Third City. There is land available for
exactly this west of the M7 - the creation of a Third City and transport links through it. This would serve to anchor the
promoted centres in the revised draft strategies: Liverpool, Campbelltown-Macarthur, Penrith. These places do not have
enough mass on their own to capture the spirit and energy of a great part of the Sydney Metropolis, so a proper city should be
built to truly anchor these places.
Government should take their traditional city-building role in this venture, funding all basic infrastructure, especially the lay of
the land and its ways - roads and streets - and the critical rail infrastructure that supports movement through and to it.
Elizabeth Farrelly recently wrote about exactly this. Parks and institutions would be set aside and the private market would
carry out much of the development in between the ways. This is how cities have traditionally grown and emerged. Not as
master planned ‘communities’ but as dynamic places of change, but based on basic public infrastructure (and rights of way).
The government ‘makes money’ by collecting taxes from the businesses, people and activities that inhabit and visit these
places. The south-west and north-west growth areas could continue to be developed as suburban estates around this Third
City. The vacant land in the map below means a new (or back to basics) approach can be taken. Master planning on a grand
scale: Canberra, Brasilia, La Defense, Sheikh Zayed Road. No. London is a better template. Even New York City is too structured
- the character and grain of spaces have much to do with the fine details, not how a city looks from a satellite’s perspective.
The New Third City could be called ‘Cobbs’ - which references both the well known Aboriginal word ‘corroboree’ - gathering of
people - and also sounds similar to the word ‘cog’ which references the logistics and freight that passes through this area. It
also sounds friendly, unusual, and unique. Like the Be Sharps in the Simpsons - one of those names you giggle at initially and
then passes into the lexicon.
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The reference to the Aboriginal word Corroboree also suggests the connection to reconciliation and cultural embracement
that might find a home in this new city on the Sydney plains. I suggest a key cultural anchor could be the creation of a National
Living Indigenous Culture Centre - the museum and centre could merge with the formal parklands and be home to cultural
events. Sydney was after-all the location of the beginning of European Australia and the decline of Aboriginal culture and way
of life. So, why not find a national home for the celebration and promotion of Indigenous culture. At the same time, Cobbs
would always be an endemic part of the immigration experience - many new immigrants find communities in Western Sydney.
It would be a unique melting pot.
I propose moving the NSW Parliament to Cobbs. This is mentally closer to the rest of the state and makes a big incentive for
Cobbs to be well-connected to the rest of metropolitan Sydney. Politicians don’t like to be kept waiting. Also it would
encourage a range of businesses and people to consider relocating closer to this new city. This would further encourage the
provision of basic, foundational infrastructure.
Given some agricultural land will remain in the Sydney Basin, the Sydney Markets can be relocated to Cobbs as well. It’s mental
connection to the interior of NSW can be strengthened by becoming home to the Easter Show, the Sydney Produce Market,
and even a big Octoberfest to firmly cement it on the Sydney calendar.
NSW Parliament (drives impetus to locate here, and ensures transport will not be forgotten)
I am in contact with the people at cityplanneronline.com to use their 3D city software to develop more detailed structure plans
for the new third city, GPOP, and for fun: redeveloping Mascot Airport. FYI many of the basic layout measurements would be
done in the imperial system of measurement - I find this more appropriate and useful for human-scale measurements. A mile
is more tactile than a kilometer, and less awkward. As are using feet to measure rights of way, the density of street junctions
(high please), and any other things. Note that the 800m walking ring around a station is a half mile. The mile is more tactile t
humans.
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Sketch Structure Plan of New Third City “Cobbs” - with WSA airport approach paths
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Structural Information Layer

With an average density of about 70 people per hectare - equivalent to the density of Glebe - the 125 square kilometers of
Cobbs could support 900,000 inhabitants and a great many jobs and visitors.
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For comparison's sake, the land area occupied by Cobbs is equivalent to the “Sydney Peninsula” - it looks like this:

And, this is its population compared to the existing
council areas under this overlay.

Information sourced from .id Community Profiles.
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Structure Plan for Metropolitan Sydney - SYBER Transport System
To support the new third city of Cobbs, and to support the Three Cities Concept, I have proposed a metropolitan structural
transport map to be found overleaf.
It shows the 14 Borough local government system - modelled after London’s governmental system - I used that as a precedent,
but it doesn’t have to be the same. I wanted to find a balance between local representation and the ability to hear a critical
mass of voices within a political jurisdiction, and balance local and state powers. Encourage collaboration and partnership
implicitly in the structure of government, rather than a combative relationship (or now the situation where councils have very
little power anyway). The state government is too big - NSW is almost the size of France and Germany combined, and councils
are and were too small, and now they’ve lost a lot of power anyway. I would promote a devolvement of power to a regional
level - or at least giving regionals more control over how they plan and cater for what the state government requires of them.
By putting the 14 Boroughs on the structural transportation map, it’s possible to see how the transport system supports the
centres of Sydney, the centres of each Borough, and creates a certain elegant logic to this messy city.
I’ve also highlighted the major centres in a soft pink colour - this map includes four centres as Mascot Airport is relocated - and
also significant regional centres in yellow. If you pay particular attention on the map to the E and F trains you can see how they
tie the Three Cities together very strongly. I call these two cross-Sydney lines “Crossrail”. They are the emerald line - for the
Emerald City - a not enough used moniker for Sydney.
The system is branded SYBER - Sydney Basin Express Rail - because it’s catchy, sounds like cyber (now an outdated word
really), and reminds me of the BART system in SF - which if well-maintained, would be an excellent precedent system to learn
from. Coincidentally the Bay Area is home to almost 8 million people meaning it is the size today of Sydney by mid-Century.
Crossrail is also an excellent project - it’s a shame we are building an inappropriate ‘metro’ for such long journeys. Did you
know the maximum speed of the metro trains is 80kph? They’re very slow given the distances involved. And cramped - have
you visited the display? Speaking of Metro - it’s why I haven’t extended it around from Schofields to Cobbs and WSA - it is
simply not appropriate (or desirable to passengers) for such long and exposed journeys in potentially very hot conditions. It’s a
shame such a mistake has been made in our transport planning. I am developing another less ambitious map and I would love
to be able to pass it on to you. I think as a transport plan it is excellent - and achievable - and very strategic.
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SYBER Structural Plan for Sydney at 8 million people - Most Ambitious Scheme
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Other Notes
Similar strength of vision and drive is needed for the transformation of the GPOP region. A determined and holistic place
making effort and structural plan is needed.
Parra Civic should have an underground station right there at the heart of Parramatta - allowance should be made for this now
before it’s too late/becomes much more expensive.
Olympic Park needs to be developed into a true metropolitan centre - with the f abric of an urban centre. It’s too isolated, too
‘special event’ in its feeling. It’s still a monument with some buildings on it, rather than a proper place.
Any ‘West Metro’ (also a questionable investment given the constraints on the main western line today) should have a
cross-platform interchange with the Metro Line 1 at Central. People heading north or west should be able to transfer across
the platform. This would be very amenity-rich. The Paris RER has made a success of this, and they operate much larger trains
with more people on them.

Policy Notes
Donut Theory - protection of enjoyment spaces/entertainment spaces - the energy and soul of the city. Where people relax,
socialise, and release energy. 80m buffer. Day and night uses - commercial space gives way to noisier uses at night. Residential
not allowed. Witness Parramatta Council already moving to clamp down on late night trading as a result of the intense
residential development there. These spaces need policy protection - in line with the promotion of the life of the city and its
activities.
Administrative and political - 14 boroughs, perhaps a similar structure to Greater London and its Boroughs. Only 14 - reflects
the Three Cities, which each get a large catchment. They will be home to about half of jobs and people by mid-century. This is
an approximation, but it reflects their anchoring of metropolitan Sydney.
Sydney Square - expand Town Hall with new platforms to relieve pressure, have underground concourse and station for
Crossrail, and Civic Sydney on top - big library, square, community centre, place to stop, work on computer, etc. More of these
are needed around Sydney actually - less emphasis on books, more on room bookings, casual work spaces etc.
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Rail alignments in south west growth area and Western City - already too late in some places!

Summary
Overall, I am pleased and excited with the direction of these documents. This is a really great starting point for getting a
handle on our city.
Sorry that this document is so rushed.

Thanks for taking the time to review this submission.

Kind Regards,

Andre Brokman
E |

